
FILL PIPE ON WHEELS

HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION
The Nuhn Heavy Commercial Fill Pipe is the strongest 
built unit on the market. The main discharge pipe is 
made from 3/16” thick steel, resulting in longer life of the 
unit. Consideration was taken for 7000+ GPM volumes, 
and increased fluid velocities and pressures produced by 
the Nuhn Header Series Pumps. Heavy construction also 
increases unit stability, and reduces fill pipe movement 
resulting from high volumes.

REDUCED FOAMING AT 7000+ GPM
The Nuhn Heavy Commercial Fill Pipe expands to 10” 
discharge which decreases pressure and fluid veloc-
ities by 56%. This allows the operator to fill at maxi-
mum speeds, while reducing foaming.

Strategically placed fins stop the fluid from spin-
ning inside the pipe and reduce discharge flare and 
splashing.
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FILL PIPE ON WHEELS

10” FINNED DISCHARGE ELBOW
Reduces splashing and flare result-
ing from manure spinning while 
leaving load stand.

12” HINGED DISCHARGE
A 12” lay-flat hose is used to control 
the manure being discharged into 
the tank. The hose is attached using 
a hinge, which allows it to easily 
drop into a fill port. The hose also 
has air vents incorporated into it 
to prevent the hose from causing 
excessive spilling in between loads.

8” TO 10” EXPANSION
10” Pipe for last 10’ of load stand to 
reduce liquid velocity, resulting in 
less foam.

3/16” PIPE THICKNESS
Heavier construction allows for a 
longer life of the unit and makes 
the load pipe more stable while 
loading at high volumes. The faster 
load speed causes more abrasion, 
and a thicker pipe withstands these 
higher volumes.  

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
The loading pipe has a modular 
design, a winch for height adjust-
ments and a large diameter tire 
which increases the stability on 
uneven terrain.

OPTIONAL HOSE BASKET
Allows for easy transport of dis-
charge hoses and hose accessories. 
the open design allows for easy 
cleaning (Right)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
OVERALL LENGTH

INPUT PIPE DIAMETER
DISCHARGE PIPE DIAMETER

DISCHARGE HOSE DIAMETER
PIPE WALL THICKNESS

TIRE SIZE
SPINDLE SIZE

HINGED DISCHARGE HOSE
INTERNAL FINS

VENTED DISCHARGE

35’
8”
10”
12”
3/16”
205/75D15
1,500 LBS
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
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